
OUR MISSION
“To inform, celebrate, educate, empower and challenge the 80,000 vibrant and diverse residents of Southeast Colorado Springs.”

A proud voice for Southeast      

Many voices ...
One community

September 2, 2020, rate card

ABOUT THE EXPRESS
Due to exceptional community support, the Express is 

now printing monthly. Our print edition is complimented 
by a vibrant digital platform that includes leading social 
media outlets and daily local news updates pertinent to the 
80,000 residents of Colorado Springs’ most diverse and vi-
brant neighborhoods. Partnership with the Express signals 
your support for and belief in a vibrant neighborhood that 
is on the move; one that is ready to tell its own story.

Ad Size Open Rate 3x Rates 6x Rates 12x Rates

Dbltrk $4,900 $4,350 $3,100 $2,450
Full $2,700 $2,400 $1,600 $1,250
3/4 $2,250 $1,900 $1,400 $1,100
1/2 $1,600 $1,450 $1,000 $750
3/8 $1,250 $1,100 $790 $600
1/4 $850 $700 $500 $400
1/6 $680 $575 $450 $350
1/8 $500 $425 $300 $250
1/12 $400 $350 $250 $200
1/16 $N/A $N/A $150 $100

Prices include full-color processing, with our compliments.

WHO WE REACH
Each edition is mailed to all 30,000 homes and businesses 

in the 80910 and 80916 ZIP codes. An additional 2,500 cop-
ies are distributed to high-tra�c areas throughout the city.

Source:  2017-18 American 
Community Survey 5-Year 
Estimates (Census.gov)
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SMALL BUT MIGHTY
We know small businesses and local nonpro�ts are economic driv-
ers in Southeast. �at’s why we o�er special rates for our small-but-
mighty partners. Contact your account executive for details. 

ADVERTISING DESIGN
Ad design and layout is an integral element of our paper’s look. We 
provide typesetting and professional design services to advertisers 
at no cost. Ads requiring extensive production work, illustrations, 
logo development and other services are available for $75 per hour. 

PAYMENT POLICIES
Payment in advance is required of all advertisers until credit appli-
cation is approved. Political, nightclub and “going out of business” 
ads must always be pre-paid.

DEADLINES FOR 2020:
• Ad copy requiring proof: 18th of each month
• Camera-ready ads: 20th of each month. 
• For deadlines that fall on a weekend, the deadline will be shi�ed 
to the prior Friday. 
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235 S. Nevada Ave. Colorado Springs, CO 80903
(P) (719) 634-5905

2020 rates

SOCIAL MEDIA: 

FACEBOOK: ~550 followers 
TWITTER: ~180 followers

Promotional Posts (price per post):
Facebook .................................... $50
Twitter ........................................ $25

Want to reach the Southeast 
Express' engaged social media 
audience? Upgrade your print ad 
to include a social media mention.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING:
SoutheastExpress.org is the leading digital source 
of information for the vibrant and diverse residents 
of Southeast Colorado Springs. We deliver the latest 
top stories relevant to the 80910, 80916 ZIP codes 
and surrounding neighborhoods, including breaking 
news, politics, school, opinion, business, arts and cul-
ture, food, prep sports and more. 

SOUTHEASTEXPRESS.ORG:
Rectangle (300 x 250 pixels): $200/month ($75/week)
Leaderboard (728 x 90 pixels): $400/month ($125/week)

I would like to purchase:  □ Electronic PDF Reprint $125    □ Framed and Electronic PDF Reprint $175

Name:_______________________________________________________________________   Date:__________________________

Name of Honoree/Company ____________________________________________________________________________________

Address________________________________________________  City/State:___________________________Zip:______________

Phone #__________________________________  E-Mail______________________________________________________________

PAYMENT:   □ Check  □ Credit Card  Card#     __________-__________-__________-__________     Exp. Date:______/_______

Security Code (3 digits on the back of the card) ________

PDF REPRINT: 
Digital copy to put on your social media, email, 
regular mail, websites, scrap books, holiday cards 
… you name it. You own printing rights to the arti-
cle, plus get �ve copies of that month’s paper! $125

FRAMED AND PDF REPRINT:
�is is an excellent way to showcase the article in 
your home or business, plus you own the printing 
rights to the article! You will also get 10 copies of 
that month’s paper. $175
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By Faith Miller By Faith Miller By Faith Miller 
The Southeast ExpressThe Southeast ExpressThe Southeast Express

TTThis year marks the 50th birthday of the Satellite 
his year marks the 50th birthday of the Satellite 
his year marks the 50th birthday of the Satellite 
his year marks the 50th birthday of the Satellite 

Hotel, an impressive milestone for the massive   
Hotel, an impressive milestone for the massive   
Hotel, an impressive milestone for the massive   
Hotel, an impressive milestone for the massive   

landmark that towers over Southeast Colorado Springs 

landmark that towers over Southeast Colorado Springs 

landmark that towers over Southeast Colorado Springs 

in silent homage to the Space Age.
in silent homage to the Space Age.
in silent homage to the Space Age.

It also happens to commemorate 50 years since 
It also happens to commemorate 50 years since 
It also happens to commemorate 50 years since 

Charlotte Brummer, then a high school educator in 

Charlotte Brummer, then a high school educator in 

Charlotte Brummer, then a high school educator in 

her 40s, bought a condominium inside the newly 

her 40s, bought a condominium inside the newly 

her 40s, bought a condominium inside the newly 

constructed building.
constructed building.
constructed building.

“I just knew this is where I wanted to live,” Brummer 
“I just knew this is where I wanted to live,” Brummer 
“I just knew this is where I wanted to live,” Brummer 

said. “And I’ve been here ever since.”
said. “And I’ve been here ever since.”
said. “And I’ve been here ever since.”

Brummer’s a testament to the staying power of the 
Brummer’s a testament to the staying power of the 
Brummer’s a testament to the staying power of the 

building’s “Jetsons”-style allure and the community 

building’s “Jetsons”-style allure and the community 

building’s “Jetsons”-style allure and the community 

values enshrined there for decades.
values enshrined there for decades.
values enshrined there for decades.

Since the Satellite Hotel’s 1969 inception — when 
Since the Satellite Hotel’s 1969 inception — when 
Since the Satellite Hotel’s 1969 inception — when 

Brummer said Airport Road was unpaved and Academy 

Brummer said Airport Road was unpaved and Academy 

Brummer said Airport Road was unpaved and Academy 

Boulevard had just one lane in each direction — 

Boulevard had just one lane in each direction — 

Boulevard had just one lane in each direction — 

Colorado Springs has undergone a massive trans-

Colorado Springs has undergone a massive trans-

Colorado Springs has undergone a massive trans-

formation. But within the building’s concrete walls, 

formation. But within the building’s concrete walls, 

formation. But within the building’s concrete walls, 

life goes on pretty much the same.
life goes on pretty much the same.
life goes on pretty much the same.

Rooms with a viewRooms with a viewRooms with a view
Located near the busy intersection of Airport Road 
Located near the busy intersection of Airport Road 
Located near the busy intersection of Airport Road 

and South Academy Boulevard, the 14-story, three-

and South Academy Boulevard, the 14-story, three-

and South Academy Boulevard, the 14-story, three-

wing building is hard to miss. A towering spherical 

wing building is hard to miss. A towering spherical 

wing building is hard to miss. A towering spherical 

sign — painted bright blue and supported by three 

sign — painted bright blue and supported by three 

sign — painted bright blue and supported by three 

cement legs, molded in elegant angles — welcomes 

cement legs, molded in elegant angles — welcomes 

cement legs, molded in elegant angles — welcomes 

visitors from the entrance at Lakewood Circle. The 

visitors from the entrance at Lakewood Circle. The 

visitors from the entrance at Lakewood Circle. The 

green expanse of Valley Hi Golf Course hugs the 

green expanse of Valley Hi Golf Course hugs the 

green expanse of Valley Hi Golf Course hugs the 

property’s east side.property’s east side.property’s east side.

The name “Satellite Hotel” is a bit misleading. In 
The name “Satellite Hotel” is a bit misleading. In 
The name “Satellite Hotel” is a bit misleading. In 

fact, the building’s three wings hold 241 individually 

fact, the building’s three wings hold 241 individually 

fact, the building’s three wings hold 241 individually 

owned condominium units and just 76 hotel rooms, 

owned condominium units and just 76 hotel rooms, 

owned condominium units and just 76 hotel rooms, 

along with 43 businesses. In a somewhat unique 

along with 43 businesses. In a somewhat unique 

along with 43 businesses. In a somewhat unique 

arrangement, the association owns and operates all 

arrangement, the association owns and operates all 

arrangement, the association owns and operates all 

of the hotel rooms — some of which are right across 

of the hotel rooms — some of which are right across 

of the hotel rooms — some of which are right across 

the hall from residents. 
the hall from residents. 
the hall from residents. 

Most condominium owners are older than 50, but 
Most condominium owners are older than 50, but 
Most condominium owners are older than 50, but 

renters often include families and young professionals. 

renters often include families and young professionals. 

renters often include families and young professionals. 

Condo sales prices currently average about $217,000 

Condo sales prices currently average about $217,000 

Condo sales prices currently average about $217,000 

(according to the county’s latest data), though they 

(according to the county’s latest data), though they 

(according to the county’s latest data), though they 

vary in size and value.
vary in size and value.
vary in size and value.

Although few (if any) residents have lived here 
Although few (if any) residents have lived here 
Although few (if any) residents have lived here 

quite as long as Brummer, her neighbors are drawn 

quite as long as Brummer, her neighbors are drawn 

quite as long as Brummer, her neighbors are drawn 

by the same sense of belonging.
by the same sense of belonging.
by the same sense of belonging.

Take Karol Colliver, who moved here from Missouri 
Take Karol Colliver, who moved here from Missouri 
Take Karol Colliver, who moved here from Missouri 

in 2010 after retiring.
in 2010 after retiring.
in 2010 after retiring.

“Everybody said, ‘You must live up north. That’s 
“Everybody said, ‘You must live up north. That’s 
“Everybody said, ‘You must live up north. That’s 

the place to live,’” Colliver recalled. “So I built a lovely 

the place to live,’” Colliver recalled. “So I built a lovely 

the place to live,’” Colliver recalled. “So I built a lovely 

townhome up north. They said it was the last one 

townhome up north. They said it was the last one 

townhome up north. They said it was the last one 

that had a view.”that had a view.”that had a view.”

Turns out, the view was from the bathroom.
Turns out, the view was from the bathroom.
Turns out, the view was from the bathroom.

“You could get in the tub and look out the window, 
“You could get in the tub and look out the window, 
“You could get in the tub and look out the window, 

and you could see mountains,” she said.
and you could see mountains,” she said.
and you could see mountains,” she said.

Colliver “wasn’t particularly happy,” despite having 
Colliver “wasn’t particularly happy,” despite having 
Colliver “wasn’t particularly happy,” despite having 

everything she needed in her new home.  Eventually, 

everything she needed in her new home.  Eventually, 

everything she needed in her new home.  Eventually, 

she decided to tour one of the Satellite’s penthouse 

she decided to tour one of the Satellite’s penthouse 

she decided to tour one of the Satellite’s penthouse 

condominiums after spotting a sales listing. 
condominiums after spotting a sales listing. 
condominiums after spotting a sales listing. 

She fell in love the moment she saw the view from 
She fell in love the moment she saw the view from 
She fell in love the moment she saw the view from 

the balcony — out over the golf course to Pikes Peak 

the balcony — out over the golf course to Pikes Peak 

the balcony — out over the golf course to Pikes Peak 

— and told her real estate agent to make the owner 

— and told her real estate agent to make the owner 

— and told her real estate agent to make the owner 

“an offer she couldn’t refuse.” The rest is history: “That 

“an offer she couldn’t refuse.” The rest is history: “That 

“an offer she couldn’t refuse.” The rest is history: “That 

was the end of that. And I don’t regret one second.”

was the end of that. And I don’t regret one second.”

was the end of that. And I don’t regret one second.”

Likewise, Dusty Burns headed straight to Colorado 
Likewise, Dusty Burns headed straight to Colorado 
Likewise, Dusty Burns headed straight to Colorado 

Springs when she retired about fi ve years ago from a 

Springs when she retired about fi ve years ago from a 

Springs when she retired about fi ve years ago from a 

job in Seattle. She’d inherited a Satellite condominium 

job in Seattle. She’d inherited a Satellite condominium 

job in Seattle. She’d inherited a Satellite condominium 

from her father.from her father.from her father.

Moving into that condo was a dream come true. 
Moving into that condo was a dream come true. 
Moving into that condo was a dream come true. 

“I remember visiting Dad one time, and I said, ‘Dad, 
“I remember visiting Dad one time, and I said, ‘Dad, 
“I remember visiting Dad one time, and I said, ‘Dad, 

I want this unit,’ because I could see right at [Pikes 

I want this unit,’ because I could see right at [Pikes 

I want this unit,’ because I could see right at [Pikes 

Peak],” Burns said. “And I have to tell you, I probably 

Peak],” Burns said. “And I have to tell you, I probably 

Peak],” Burns said. “And I have to tell you, I probably 

lived in that unit fi ve years before I ever got here!”
lived in that unit fi ve years before I ever got here!”
lived in that unit fi ve years before I ever got here!”

More than an iconMore than an iconMore than an icon
But it’s not just the view that the Satellite’s residents 
But it’s not just the view that the Satellite’s residents 
But it’s not just the view that the Satellite’s residents 

love. It’s the “community feeling,” as Brummer put 

love. It’s the “community feeling,” as Brummer put 

love. It’s the “community feeling,” as Brummer put 

it, that comes from shared activities, social events 

it, that comes from shared activities, social events 

it, that comes from shared activities, social events 

and working together to make the building a great 

and working together to make the building a great 

and working together to make the building a great 

place to live.place to live.place to live.
The HOA runs a social committee to plan events, 
The HOA runs a social committee to plan events, 
The HOA runs a social committee to plan events, 

a documentary committee that revisits rules and 

a documentary committee that revisits rules and 

a documentary committee that revisits rules and 

bylaws, an elevator remodeling committee, a land-

bylaws, an elevator remodeling committee, a land-

bylaws, an elevator remodeling committee, a land-

scape committee and a restaurant committee that’s 

scape committee and a restaurant committee that’s 

scape committee and a restaurant committee that’s 

active based on whether the Satellite has a restaurant 

active based on whether the Satellite has a restaurant 

active based on whether the Satellite has a restaurant 

(right now it does).(right now it does).(right now it does).

“We always seem to be able to fi nd people who will 
“We always seem to be able to fi nd people who will 
“We always seem to be able to fi nd people who will 

work on committees here,” Brummer said. “It’s one 

work on committees here,” Brummer said. “It’s one 

work on committees here,” Brummer said. “It’s one 

of those things that makes us a community, I think, 

of those things that makes us a community, I think, 

of those things that makes us a community, I think, 

... the fact that everybody works on things.”

... the fact that everybody works on things.”

... the fact that everybody works on things.”

Plus, a men’s group meets for coffee every morning, 
Plus, a men’s group meets for coffee every morning, 
Plus, a men’s group meets for coffee every morning, 

and a ladies’ group meets Fridays for lunch. There’s 

and a ladies’ group meets Fridays for lunch. There’s 

and a ladies’ group meets Fridays for lunch. There’s 

also a weekly Bible study, and regular poker and 

also a weekly Bible study, and regular poker and 

also a weekly Bible study, and regular poker and 

dominoes. All the activities are organized by residents.

dominoes. All the activities are organized by residents.

dominoes. All the activities are organized by residents.

Before Colliver bought her condominium, she 
Before Colliver bought her condominium, she 
Before Colliver bought her condominium, she 

hung around the building for two or three months 

hung around the building for two or three months 

hung around the building for two or three months 

to kind of “get the fl avor of what was going on.” She 

to kind of “get the fl avor of what was going on.” She 

to kind of “get the fl avor of what was going on.” She 

quickly picked up on how friendly and helpful the 

quickly picked up on how friendly and helpful the 

quickly picked up on how friendly and helpful the 

residents were.residents were.residents were.

“As you walked any halls — didn’t make any differ-
“As you walked any halls — didn’t make any differ-
“As you walked any halls — didn’t make any differ-

ence which halls you walked — if you met somebody, 

ence which halls you walked — if you met somebody, 

ence which halls you walked — if you met somebody, 

they would say, ‘Can I help you fi nd something?’” 

they would say, ‘Can I help you fi nd something?’” 

they would say, ‘Can I help you fi nd something?’” 

she said, adding that she could tell they were curi-

she said, adding that she could tell they were curi-

she said, adding that she could tell they were curi-

ous whether she was a new resident or just visiting.

ous whether she was a new resident or just visiting.

ous whether she was a new resident or just visiting.

“That still happens when I go to visit somebody 
“That still happens when I go to visit somebody 
“That still happens when I go to visit somebody 

on a different fl oor,” Brummer said. “The neighbors 

on a different fl oor,” Brummer said. “The neighbors 

on a different fl oor,” Brummer said. “The neighbors 

... always say, ‘Can I help you?’ Or ‘What are you 

... always say, ‘Can I help you?’ Or ‘What are you 

... always say, ‘Can I help you?’ Or ‘What are you 

looking for?’”looking for?’”looking for?’”
Although renters come and go, the owners rarely 
Although renters come and go, the owners rarely 
Although renters come and go, the owners rarely 

leave.leave.leave.
“When we lose one of our resident owners, it’s often 
“When we lose one of our resident owners, it’s often 
“When we lose one of our resident owners, it’s often 

due to health reasons,” Burns said. “People don’t move 

due to health reasons,” Burns said. “People don’t move 

due to health reasons,” Burns said. “People don’t move 

from here because they don’t like it. There always 

from here because they don’t like it. There always 

from here because they don’t like it. There always 

seems to be a reason.”
seems to be a reason.”
seems to be a reason.”

A colorful historyA colorful historyA colorful history
Developer Paul Brown was inspired by the Ilikai 
Developer Paul Brown was inspired by the Ilikai 
Developer Paul Brown was inspired by the Ilikai 

Hotel, a 31-story building in Honolulu (you might 

Hotel, a 31-story building in Honolulu (you might 

Hotel, a 31-story building in Honolulu (you might 

recognize it from the opening credits of “Hawaii 

recognize it from the opening credits of “Hawaii 

recognize it from the opening credits of “Hawaii 

Five-O”). He added a space theme “because it seemed 

Five-O”). He added a space theme “because it seemed 

Five-O”). He added a space theme “because it seemed 

intimately tied to Colorado Springs’ identity,” the 

intimately tied to Colorado Springs’ identity,” the 

intimately tied to Colorado Springs’ identity,” the 

Gazette reported in a 1994 article commemorating 

Gazette reported in a 1994 article commemorating 

Gazette reported in a 1994 article commemorating 

the hotel’s 25th birthday.
the hotel’s 25th birthday.
the hotel’s 25th birthday.

The same article mentions the KKFM and KKMG 
The same article mentions the KKFM and KKMG 
The same article mentions the KKFM and KKMG 

radio deejays who broadcast from the penthouse 

radio deejays who broadcast from the penthouse 

radio deejays who broadcast from the penthouse 

back in the ’90s. Their hijinks included displaying a 

back in the ’90s. Their hijinks included displaying a 

back in the ’90s. Their hijinks included displaying a 

blow-up doll in an offi ce window, driving golf balls 

blow-up doll in an offi ce window, driving golf balls 

blow-up doll in an offi ce window, driving golf balls 

off the roof and into the swimming pool, and spread-

off the roof and into the swimming pool, and spread-

off the roof and into the swimming pool, and spread-

ing a rumor that Michael Jackson was staying at the 

ing a rumor that Michael Jackson was staying at the 

ing a rumor that Michael Jackson was staying at the 

hotel, “which caused a fl ood of screaming teens in 

hotel, “which caused a fl ood of screaming teens in 

hotel, “which caused a fl ood of screaming teens in 

the lobby,” then-reporter Warren Epstein wrote at 

the lobby,” then-reporter Warren Epstein wrote at 

the lobby,” then-reporter Warren Epstein wrote at 

the time. They even, apparently, hosted a wrestling 

the time. They even, apparently, hosted a wrestling 

the time. They even, apparently, hosted a wrestling 

match between a woman and a pig in the parking lot.

match between a woman and a pig in the parking lot.

match between a woman and a pig in the parking lot.

Those deejays no longer work out of the Satellite. 
Those deejays no longer work out of the Satellite. 
Those deejays no longer work out of the Satellite. 

What else has changed over the years?
What else has changed over the years?
What else has changed over the years?

Brummer wracked her brain for ideas.
Brummer wracked her brain for ideas.
Brummer wracked her brain for ideas.

“We no longer have the shuttle, of course, to go 
“We no longer have the shuttle, of course, to go 
“We no longer have the shuttle, of course, to go 

to the airport,” she said. (The Satellite was once the 

to the airport,” she said. (The Satellite was once the 

to the airport,” she said. (The Satellite was once the 

closest hotel to the Colorado Springs Airport, which 

closest hotel to the Colorado Springs Airport, which 

closest hotel to the Colorado Springs Airport, which 

meant pilots and crew frequently stayed as guests.) 

meant pilots and crew frequently stayed as guests.) 

meant pilots and crew frequently stayed as guests.) 

There wasn’t always a fi replace in the lobby, Brummer 

There wasn’t always a fi replace in the lobby, Brummer 

There wasn’t always a fi replace in the lobby, Brummer 

remembered, nor garages for residents’ vehicles.
remembered, nor garages for residents’ vehicles.
remembered, nor garages for residents’ vehicles.

“They did have a place where we could wash our 
“They did have a place where we could wash our 
“They did have a place where we could wash our 

cars with a hose, which is gone now,” Brummer said. 

cars with a hose, which is gone now,” Brummer said. 

cars with a hose, which is gone now,” Brummer said. 

“And the tennis courts, of course, have been built 

“And the tennis courts, of course, have been built 

“And the tennis courts, of course, have been built 

since we moved in.”since we moved in.”since we moved in.”

Outside, Colorado Springs tripled in population 
Outside, Colorado Springs tripled in population 
Outside, Colorado Springs tripled in population 

since the Satellite Hotel opened in 1969. The city 

since the Satellite Hotel opened in 1969. The city 

since the Satellite Hotel opened in 1969. The city 

exploded outwards, annexing parcels of land to the 

exploded outwards, annexing parcels of land to the 

exploded outwards, annexing parcels of land to the 

north and east. The U.S. Olympic Training Center 

north and east. The U.S. Olympic Training Center 

north and east. The U.S. Olympic Training Center 

opened in 1977, and the Olympic Committee relo-

opened in 1977, and the Olympic Committee relo-

opened in 1977, and the Olympic Committee relo-

cated its headquarters here. What’s now known as 

cated its headquarters here. What’s now known as 

cated its headquarters here. What’s now known as 

Schriever Air Force Base (formerly Falcon Air Force 

Schriever Air Force Base (formerly Falcon Air Force 

Schriever Air Force Base (formerly Falcon Air Force 

Station) was founded in 1983. A dozen or so hotels 

Station) was founded in 1983. A dozen or so hotels 

Station) was founded in 1983. A dozen or so hotels 

popped up between the Satellite and the Colorado 

popped up between the Satellite and the Colorado 

popped up between the Satellite and the Colorado 

Springs Airport.Springs Airport.Springs Airport.

Colliver has been sorting through the HOA’s old 
Colliver has been sorting through the HOA’s old 
Colliver has been sorting through the HOA’s old 

minutes from over the decades, and was “amazed” 

minutes from over the decades, and was “amazed” 

minutes from over the decades, and was “amazed” 

to learn how similar life was inside the Satellite back 

to learn how similar life was inside the Satellite back 

to learn how similar life was inside the Satellite back 

then. “What’s changed? A lot and nothing,” she said. 

then. “What’s changed? A lot and nothing,” she said. 

then. “What’s changed? A lot and nothing,” she said. 

“The building is the same,” Brummer agreed.
“The building is the same,” Brummer agreed.
“The building is the same,” Brummer agreed.
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Satellite Hotel celebrates half-century of community
Satellite Hotel celebrates half-century of community
Satellite Hotel celebrates half-century of communityLasting landmarkLasting landmarkLasting landmark
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This compilation of photos shows the landmark Satellite Hotel today and during its construction in 1969 (inset). 

This compilation of photos shows the landmark Satellite Hotel today and during its construction in 1969 (inset). 

This compilation of photos shows the landmark Satellite Hotel today and during its construction in 1969 (inset). 
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